they recognise that children may be viewing. Producers and executives know very well that violence and amoral behaviour must be tempered before 9 p.m. After 9 p.m., programmes are for adults and it becomes very much the parents' responsibility if their children view programmes deemed unsuitable for immature minds.
Nonetheless, amongst sensible parents, responsible T.V. programmes dealing with adult subjects in a sophisticated way can be a useful adjunct in bridging the gap between the generations and making discussion possible. There may be a danger in less responsible, unstable homes, but television is a mass medium and the children in such homes are likely to lose out in any case, in which case television provides a useful scapegoat to spare the irresponsible from any sense of guilt. Any attempt to make television inoffensive, even to the most timorous, at all times, would be to put it into a milk and water straitjacket and turn it into a soporific for morons.
Fasten the blame Throughout history, ensuing generations have looked for a scapegoat on which to fasten blame for anything of which they disapproved in the younger generations clamouring at their heels. The pompous family businessman of today, uncomfortably aware of his thinning hair and incipient pot-belly, is probably, consciously or sub-consciously, envious if not actually jealous of the young men he sees around him. If they are long-haired and unkempt?so much the better, there is more on which to focus the criticism.
He has an extraordinary and conveniently short memory when it comes to recalling the behaviour of his own youth.
In the 1920s a few rich young people?'the bright young things'?had fun rampaging through the tube trains, trying out evermore explosive cocktail combinations, even sniffing a little cocaine! In the 'thirties ?for those lucky enough to have a public school education and protected employment or wealth? there were other gaities, even a little light-hearted support for the new Fascist and Nazi movements. Today the few rich young people have become the many with money to burn; owners of fast motor cycles and Mini Coopers, wearers of the latest 'gear', vandals of the football special and telephone kiosks. Are they so different, except in their numbers, from the 'bright young things'? Are the 'flower children'? leaving aside their less reputable parasites?so different from the smaller groups of idealistic young people of previous generations? Conform or emigrate Yesterday, class, school-tie and accent were impregnable barriers. Social convention or religious fears were still strong enough to keep all but the brave on a reasonably 'straight' path. For 'kicks' there was alcohol, tobacco and, for a daring few, a couple of puffs on a marijuana cigarette. For the majority, school had ended at fourteen. It was too easy to be unemployed and stay that way. Social security was minimal. To stay alive you had to conform or emigrate.
In the jet age of today, with satellites floating around the world and a sophisticated mass communication system, the child of twelve knows more about life, with a capital 'L', than his parents did at twice that age. What is more, as a teenager he will have money undreamed of by past generations with the exception of a few rich young men. In all these circumstances, is it surprising that the essential urge in youth to seek experience, adventure and kicks takes on new overtones?
The fathers of today's wild ones may have been decorated for bravery in action. In a world, more or less, at peace, their sons, with as much courage and urge for excitement and danger, have little outlet.
When it suits us we encourage and praise violence.
1
The Churches, Russian, Roman, German and Eng-| hsh, always have been prepared, throughout history, to bless and to condone violence for political or other expediency. The youngsters leaving school today are nothing if not realists. How much or how little can or should television be blamed for their niore reprehensible behaviour? In any case, is there ! really much more cruelty and sadistic violence today I than there was in Dickens' day or even in the 'thirties? Or is it just that the development of mass communication brought more of it to light?
Traditional relaxation
Thrillers', stories of crime and violence, like Edgar | Wallace, Simenon with Maigret, and Conan Doyle with Sherlock Holmes, always have been the traditional relaxation of intellectuals and professional men, as well as the man in the street. Is it surprising that the newest medium of communication and entertainment should provide similar relaxation and escape? Or that those responsible for television have discovered that the most certain compulsive viewing for old and young are programmes featuring crime and violence.
Unfortunately, where television is at its most completely commercial, notably in the United States, realisation of where the best viewing figures lie has led to a cynical exploitation of this fact until many of the latest series are 'sick' in the way increasingly sadistic violence is coolly justified by the facile moralising that anything goes so long as 'right' prevails. Any means is justified to bring about the overthrow of bad (often with a Chinese face) by a jejune and doubtful right. Are children so much corrupted by the violence scene from the BBC-I series, Vendetta. 
I?
Violence and crime they watch on television as by their instinctive sensing of the cynical commercial exploitation of violence and amorality by the providers of all forms of entertainment and the printed word offered for the enjoyment of their elders?
Malaise of the times
Perhaps the popularity of programmes on crime and violence on television is a symptom of the malaise of the times we live in and not the cause of the misdemeanours of young people. The 'civilised' western world has yet to solve the problems posed by peace and plenty. Drugs are the latest scare amongst what Alex Comfort calls 'Anxiety Makers'. There is much more prejudice than cool sense being bruited abroad through television, radio and the Press. The value of some so-called drugs* taken responsibly in small quantities is traditional: the infusion of leaves from the tea bush, the smoking of dried weeds, or the chewing of a green leaf.
In all parts of the world there have been traditional methods of finding gentle comfort, euphoria and escape from the hardness of day-to-day existence.
The problem of 'drugs' has grown out of greater wealth and the ability of great international pharmaceutical firms to synthesise, refine and mass-produce sources of euphoria and escape.
In this nuclear age in which alcohol, tobacco and sleeping pills are socially acceptable to their elders in ever larger doses, is it surprising that the young, in search of kicks in a world they look at with unblinkered realism, are cynical as they listen to the sermons of the 'Wise Elders'. Whatever the developments and whatever the new thinking of the times, television cannot turn its back and refuse to reflect them. It cannot and must not sheer away from the writers and artists of the upsurging generations.
Far more mature I believe that most young people, with the horrors of Batman, Superman and the like and the fantasy and excitement of 'The Man From Uncle' worked out of their systems at an early age, may yet prove to be far more mature as adults than their parents have been. There is an integrity stemming from an unsentimental realism of young people today which, although it is not always understood by the older generation, may prove the best hope for the future in the way the world is developing. Although difficult for older people to believe, a recent survey has shown that young people are proving more responsible and credit-worthy than their parents.
Unfortunately the casualties among the young are used to make news and television headlines to titillate the middle-aged and elderly. They do openly what past generations still sweep under the mat. If the holocaust of nuclear disaster is avoided, it is likely to be through the realism, idealism and courage of the much-derided young people. Maybe this attitude of honesty and no pretence will bring results far exceeding those gained by our own and previous generations. It is interesting that a favourite paperback amongst the young is Erich Fromm's The Art of Loving.
For the majority the effect of violence on television is a non-event thought up by their elders to expiate the guilt some of them feel for the way they accept the overt exploitation of violence for their own entertainment. The mental health of young people might be better cared for if we looked at the mote in our own eye and sought honestly for the real causes of the excesses of which we complain in the young. It is unfortunate that television should provide such a perfect Aunt Sally and easy escape from that need to think honestly.
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